
1Listen to bird 
song and  
record what 
you hear…

May is a good time to watch, 
listen and learn the songs of 
different birds. Birds are singing 
a lot right now, letting other birds 
know they are there, helping 
them to stake out a territory or 
home, and to attract a mate. 
It’s a good time to listen to birds 
without distractions and the 
noise of cars. All birdsong 
is slightly different in its 
duration, tone, pitch 
and pattern. 

May sees the peak 
of the ‘dawn chorus’ 
so, if you’re an early 
riser, why not just open 
your window and listen 
to the birds singing? Bird 
song can be recorded on your 

smartphone and there are even 
apps to help you recognise which 
bird is singing. A good tip is to 
try learning the songs or calls of 
just one or two birds to begin, 
common garden birds such as 
the blackbird or robin. 

The best app we’ve used is 
BirdNET, it’s only available on 
Android devices but is free to 
download.

2Mulch bare soil 
and hoe the 
borders
Now the temperature 

is beginning to rise, it’s a good 
time to cover any bare soil with 
mulch.  It’s best to use a mulch 
that will rot down into the soil, 
such as garden compost or well-
rotted bark chip, as then it will 
not only help to retain moisture 

and suppress weeds, 
but also improve the 

structure of the 
soil.
Hoe borders, but 
don’t remove 
all weeds as 

dandelions, for 
example, are an 

important source of 
nectar for bumblebees.

3Dead-head 
daffodils
Take off the flower 
heads by cutting the    

 stalk back to the stem, 
remembering not 
to cut any of the 
other stalks/
leaves but to 
leave these 
as the bulb is 
using them to 
store nutrients 
during winter. 
Let the leaves die 
back naturally.
 

4Move any 
plants around 
to a new spot 
in the garden 

or into larger pots
It’s a good time to have a move 
round of plants or pot them into 
larger size pots.  If you are going 
to do this then water them well 
first.  Why not create a new flower 
border and choose an interesting 
shape and layout by putting 
string on sticks that gives a line to 
follow.  Remember not to use any 
chemical sprays or slug pellets as 
these get into the food chain.

Here are our 10 top tips to help make your garden a wildlife haven…

10  TOP

TIPS

Create your own 
wildlife haven

National Gardening Week has inspired us to create a list of wildlife-friendly gardening 
suggestions to help get people out into their gardens and backyards to enjoy nature at 

home during lockdown.



5 Start off seeds 
indoors
All the shops now have 
seed packets in stock.  

Sow seeds as per instructions on 
the packet. A good tip is to 

‘upcycle’ food containers 
such as clean old 

margarine tubs, 
fruit punnets, milk 
containers and egg 
boxes.  Place these 

on a sunny windowsill 
to help seeds germinate 

quickly. Look for bellis, 
cornflower, lavatera, nigella, 
poppy, sunflowers and sweet 
peas.  Make sure you use a 
peat-free compost if you 
can, as this is less harmful 
to the environment.  If 
all your seeds germinate 
‘plant swap’ with your 
neighbours and friends!
 

6Plant bulbs
A cheap and easy 
way to get colour into 
your garden is to buy 

some bulbs.  Good varieties are 
crocosmia, dahlia, gladioli and 
lilies.  All can be planted in sun or 
partial shade areas.  They usually 
require little maintenance and 
the good thing is they will come 
back next year.  Choose a sunny 
position with a well-drained soil 
or plant in a pot.  Water regularly 
during dry periods once there are 
signs of growth.

7Sow sweet 
peas
Buy yourself a packet 
of sweet peas as they 

make lovely scented flowers and 
the stems can be cut off to 

make a colourful table 
decoration. Soak 

the seeds in water, 
then fill your 

planting pots with good quality 
potting soil. An upcycling tip is to 
use old toilet rolls...

Sow two seeds per pot, poking 
them a half inch into the soil 
with your finger. Cover pots with 
a plastic dome lid to increase 
humidity and speed  
up germination.

8Saving water
Water is a precious 
resource, not to be 
wasted.  So why not 

collect rainwater in water butts 
from the garage, shed or house 

roof?  Water diverters 
for drainpipes are 

easy to buy and 
fit.  Be sparing 
and only water 
individual plants 

that need it using a 
watering can, rather  

than a hosepipe. Water 
plants in the early morning or 
evening, when more water can 
be used by the plants and not lost 
through evaporation.

9Help create 
homes
Our wildlife needs to 
hide from predators 

and for shelter, so plant climbers 
against walls, put up a bird 
nestbox or a bat roosting box, 
provide a place for hedgehogs to 
live and tidy up the borders. You 
can provide homes for insects by 
using bundles of twigs stacked in 
quiet corners, an untreated wood 
or log pile rotting in a shady spot, 
or brick or stone piles in a sunny 
spot. By doing this you 
are encouraging 
wildlife and 
insects.  
Why not look 
inside and go on 
your own bug hunt?

10Change 
bird food 
and make 
a home-

made bird feeder
The nesting period is underway 
and young chicks will soon be 
fledging, so it’s best to avoid 
putting whole peanuts in your 
bird feeders, as the young chicks 
can choke on them.  Only put out 
peanuts if you have a fine mesh 
feeder that will not allow large 
pieces to be removed.  Good 
foods to use in the spring and 
summer months include: black 
sunflower seeds, mealworms, 
fatballs, soft apples and pears, 
bananas cut in half.  You can 
make your own feeder using card, 
or a plastic bottle, and string.  
These are cheap and easy to 
make and a good way to upcycle, 
so if you check online there are 
lots of guides and videos on how 
to do this: 
www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-
kids/games-and-activities/activities/make-
a-recycled-bird-feeder/

 
   For other wildlife gardening    

ideas, visit: https://www.
wildlifetrusts.org/gardening
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